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Empirical investigation of the quality interpretation of theMelitz (2003) model of firm heterogene-
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since firm-level data on trade have become available, researchers have documented overwhelm-
ing evidence of dramatic differences in export outcomes. Most firms do not export; the few
that do tend to export relatively small shares of their output and export to only a handful of
destinations. Only the highest performing firms export substantial amounts to large sets of desti-
nations.1 While such differences in outcomes are well established, the underlying source of this
heterogeneity remains unclear.

In line with the vast literature estimating production functions, empirical work on firm-
level heterogeneity has focused on differences in technical efficiency.Foster, Haltiwanger and
Syverson(2008) point out that the bulk of this work uses revenue-based productivity measures
that confound the “separate and opposing effects of technical efficiency and demand”. Proxies

1. Bernardetal. (2007) summarize the evidence on U.S. firms andMayer and Ottaviano(2007) compile evidence
for firms from seven European nations.
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2 REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STUDIES

for firm-level productivity such as value-added per worker (Bernard and Jensen, 1999) or sales
in the home market (Yeaple,2009; Eaton, Kortum, and Kramarz, 2011) could be driven by
primitives other than physical output per unit of input. Indeed, the seminal paper linking firm
heterogeneity and trade,Melitz (2003), points out that the “productivity” term in the model can
be thought of as either a cost shifter or a demand-shifting quality variable. Casual observation
suggests that the quality interpretation of productivity could apply in many industries. However,
the precise quantification of the role of quality in explaining trade outcomes has been hindered
by the lack of direct measures of quality, forcing reliance on proxies for quality such as unit
values. In this respect, we propose in this paper the first empirical attempt to validate thequal-
ity interpretation of theMelitz (2003) model, combining firm-level data that directly measure
quality and trade.

To achieve this, our paper studies the exports of champagne producers, where firm–destination
export flows can be matched to firm quality ratings from a comprehensive guidebook. We argue
that the champagne industry conforms reasonably well to the heterogeneous firm monopolistic
competition assumptions ofMelitz (2003). Firm-level regressions illustrate how directly mea-
sured quality affects the prices firms charge, the set of countries to which they export, and the
amounts they export to each country. The results show that there is a pay-off to quality in terms
of greater presence in export markets. We find that the quality effect remains strong even for the
subset of firms for which we can also measure—and control for—physical productivity (bottles
per worker). Furthermore, selection is a key feature in the data, as predicted in models with fixed
costs of entering each market. The evidence we find of quality sorting follows the predictions
of the Melitz (2003) model quite well with two provisos: (i) the principal difference between
firms is quality, not physical productivity, and (ii) idiosyncratic demand plays an important role
in determining export outcomes. Since the model was not tailored to fit unique characteristics of
the champagne industry, we expect these results to apply to other industries.

Our paper fits within an evolving literature on the relationship between quality and trade. A
first generation of empirical work investigates the attributes of countries that export and import
higher quality goods—as inferred from unit values.Schott(2004) andHummels and Klenow
(2005) find that within goods categories, unit values tend to increase with the exporters’per
capita income.Khandelwal(2010) critiques the use of unit values as proxies for quality and
instead infers exporter product quality by comparing market shares conditional on price. His
results corroborate the earlier finding that higher income countries export higher quality goods.
On the destination side,Hallak (2006) finds some evidence that richer countries have relatively
greater demand for high-unit-value source countries.Hummels and Skiba(2004) find that av-
erage free on board (FOB) export prices rise with freight costs to a destination market. They
interpret this as a confirmation of the Alchian–Allen (1964) effect.2

A second generation of papers uses product-level trade data to test the implications of models
of firm-level heterogeneity in quality based uponMelitz (2003).Baldwin and Harrigan(2007)
propose a model where increased utility more than compensates for higher production costs
when product quality rises. Using product-level export data from the U.S., they confirm their
model’s prediction that average prices are higher for long distances but decrease with destination
gross domestic product.Johnson(2009) relates export prices to quality-adjusted price thresholds
for exporting to different destinations. For the majority of sectors, export prices tend to be higher
when markets are inferred to require greater ability for profitable entry. This is inconsistent with
a homogeneous quality model in which high-ability firms chargelow prices. EchoingSchott

2. The Alchian–Allen effect, also known as “shipping the good apples out”, arises when freight costs depend
on weight, rather than being proportional to value as per the iceberg assumption. An increase in freight costs therefore
lowers relative delivered prices and thereby raises the relative attractiveness of high-quality goods for distant consumers.
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CROZETET AL. QUALITY SORTING AND TRADE 3

(2004), Johnson also finds a source-country component of export prices that is highly correlated
with per capitaincome.

The next step taken by the quality and trade literature confronts firm-level theories in which
product quality drives exporter performance withfirm-level data.Manova and Zhang(2009)
analyse Chinese firm-level export prices to distinguish between several models of trade with het-
erogeneous firms. They find that none of the existing models can explain all aspects of exporter
behaviour but still present indirect evidence of quality sorting since firms that export to more des-
tinations charge higher prices.Verhoogen(2008) hypothesizes that higher quality goods require
higher quality workers and finds supportive evidence in his study of the performance of Mexican
firms during the 1994 Peso crisis.Kugler and Verhoogen(forthcoming) show that Colombian
firms’ size and export propensities are positively correlated with input and output prices, cor-
roborating the linkage between the quality of inputs and outputs.Hallak and Sivadasan(2009)
also find a positive relationship between exporting and output prices using data from India, U.S.,
Chile, and Colombia. Furthermore,Iacovone and Javorcik(2008) find that Mexican exporting
firms charge higher prices and that firms experience an increase in their price 2 years before they
start exporting.

Our paper contributes to the quality and trade literature in terms of data and method. Con-
trasting with the existing literature, we focus on a particular industry, Champagne, where we
can match direct quality measures obtained from a guidebook (for individual producers) with
firm-level export values and quantities. We can then relate the proxies that have been used for
quality, unit values and market shares, to the direct measure. This exercise would be impossible
for many products where intermediaries, rather than producers, handle exports. However, 94%
of champagne exports are handled by firms for which we could obtain quality ratings.

Methodologically, we make several contributions to the literature. We identify an important
selection bias that is generic to firm-level regression of export outcomes on observed measures
of firm quality (or productivity). A firm with low observed quality that manages to export to a
difficult market must have an above-average realization of some unobserved determinant of ex-
port profitability. Our Tobit solution is easy to implement and Monte Carlo simulations indicate
that it corrects the selection bias. The firm-level regressions allow us to estimate the structural
parameters of the model in terms of producers’ marginal cost of quality and the benefit–cost
ratio for each quality rating as perceived by consumers. We corroborate the hypothesis ofBald-
win and Harrigan(2007) that quality raises prices but that it raises valuations by a more than
offsetting amount such that higher quality firms sell more.

We then propose several extensions of our model to check whether our most important
findings on quality sorting are robust to alternative mechanisms that have been proposed in
the literature. A first extension introduces the possibility of sources of firm-level heterogene-
ity other than quality. We find that our measure of quality can account for 27% of the firm-
specific factor explaining export values. For the set of firms for which we observe quality and
physical productivity, the former explains 36% of firm-level variation and the inclusion of the
latter only raises theR2 to 38%. Thus, among observables, quality is by far the stronger in-
fluence on export success. Another set of extensions deals with deviations from the standard
Dixit–Stiglitz–Krugman framework. We first introduce a non-iceberg component to trade costs
in our model, leading to pricing-to-market and Alchian–Allen effects. We operationalize this
by interacting quality with distance in the export price and value equations. Neither pricing to
market (based on distance) nor Alchian–Allen effects show up in a systematic way. We then
allow for non-homotheticity in the demand system by letting high-income countries exhibit
a higher taste for high-quality champagne. Although there is some evidence that demand for
champagne increases with incomeper capita, higher quality raises exports within all income
categories.
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4 REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STUDIES

Finally, we evaluate the fit to the aggregate data of our model and conduct falsification ex-
ercises. Using the structural parameters of the model estimated in the firm-level regressions, we
simulate the predicted average quality and price of the champagne exporters that enter each for-
eign destination market. We then confront this prediction with actual data and observe a very
good fit, much better than alternative models of sorting—one with random entry and one where
observed quality is the sole determinant of competitiveness in each market.

The paper proceeds as follows. The next section derives firm-level estimating equations from
a Melitz-based model of firm-level heterogeneity in quality. Section3 then proceeds to explain
why applying this model to champagne producers makes sense and details the sources and main
features of the data we use. The firm-level equations of the model are estimated in Section4,
where we also back out the implied values of the key structural parameters. Section5 proposes
several extensions to our baseline model to allow for other sources of firm-level heterogeneity,
Alchian–Allen effects, and non-homothetic preferences. Section6 compares averages of quality
and price for each market with the predictions of the model. Our conclusion evaluates the quality
version of theMelitz (2003) model in light of the evidence from Champagne and comments on
which extensions matter the most.

2. A SIMPLE MODEL OF HETEROGENEOUS QUALITY AND EXPORTS

The model examined in this paper is based onMelitz (2003). We maintain the Dixit–Stiglitz–
Krugman assumptions on demand, market structure, and trade costs in the baseline model but
consider generalizations in later sections. The model also draws key ideas fromBaldwin and
Harrigan(2007) andEaton, Kortum, and Kramarz(2011).

2.1. Entry, export values, and prices

Consider a category of goods with a subutility function that is assumed to have a constant elas-
ticity of substitution (CES),σ > 1, over the set,�d, of all varieties,j , available in countryd:

Ud =
(∫

j ∈�d

[ad( j )b[s( j )]q( j )]
σ−1
σ dj

) σ
σ−1

. (1)

In this expression,q( j ) denotes quantity of varietyj consumed ands( j ) denotes the quality
provided by varietyj .3 The b() function maps quality into quantity equivalents in the utility
of the consumer. Thead( j ) aredestinationd-specific demand parameters capturing country-
level deviations in utility relative to the firm-levelb(s( j )). Such shocks are a feature thatEaton,
Kortum, and Kramarz(2011) add to the Melitz model.

There are a variety of possible interpretations forad( j ). In addition to cross-country variation
in the tastes for the good made by firmj , it could also represent a firm’s network of connections
with purchasers in each market.Foster, Haltiwanger and Syverson(2008) argue that firm-level
demand shocks—which they attribute in part to “webs of history-laden relationships between
particular consumers and producers”—are important even for suppliers of the nearly homoge-
nous goods they study. Firm–destination demand shocks allow the model to accommodate the
fact that two firms with the same observed quality,s, differ in the amounts exported to the same
country. Thus, thead( j ) provide a structural error term for firm-level regressions, as shown in
Section2.2.4

3. The mnemonic fors is sensory services. In our application,s( j ) is measured as the number of stars that a wine
expert assigns to a producer.

4. Firm–destination demand shocks are one of several dimensions of flexibility that can be added to heteroge-
neous firm models to make them more consistent with actual trade patterns. Without a market-specific component to
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CROZETET AL. QUALITY SORTING AND TRADE 5

The subutility enters a Cobb–Douglas full utility, implying that consumers of countryd spend
an exogenous total amount,Xd, on the good. We abstract from the issue of firms producing more
than one variety within the narrow trade category (champagne is an eight-digit product in our
application) and model only differentiation across firm-level “brands”.5 Firm j ’s market share
in countryd is given by

xd( j )

Xd
=

(pd( j )/(ad( j )b[s( j )]))1−σ
∫

i ∈�d
(pd(i )/(ad(i )b[s(i )]))1−σdi

Ed( j ), (2)

wherexd( j ) and pd( j ) denotetrade-cost inclusive (costs, insurance and freight [CIF]) export
values and prices, respectively, andEd( j ) is a dummy variable set to 1 when firmj enters
marketd.

Firms maximize profits in each destination market,

πd( j )= (pd( j )−c[s( j )]τd)qd( j )− FdEd( j ), (3)

whereτd > 1 is the iceberg trade cost for firms to reach marketd andFd is a destination-specific
fixed market entry cost. We interprets as a quality draw the firm makes upon entering the indus-
try in just the way productivity is drawn in theMelitz (2003) model. As inBaldwin and Harrigan
(2007), quality has consequences for the marginal cost of production. In particular, when firms
draw a “recipe” for quality levels, this entails a set of ingredients and production methods such
that marginal costs are given byc(s). We expectc′(s) > 0 for two reasons. First, Kugler and
Verhoogen (forthcoming) hypothesize that firms who make high-quality output require high-
priced inputs. Second, higher quality may entail greater factor input per physical unit of output.
That is, “low yield” or “artisan” methods may be necessary in some industries to achieve high
quality. We motivate these two mechanisms in the context of champagne in Section3.1.

With iceberg transport costs, CES monopolistic competition implies a constant markup,
σ/(σ −1), yielding the CIF price equation

pd( j )=
σ

σ −1
c[s( j )]τd. (4)

Substituting equation (4) into equation (2), export revenue from destinationd is given by

xd( j )=
(

ad( j )b[s( j )]

c[s( j )]

)σ−1

Xdτ
1−σ
d Pσ−1

d Ed( j ), (5)

where the price index is defined in terms of quality-adjusted costs,

Pd ≡ τd

(∫

i ∈�d

(
ad( j )b[s(i )]

c[s(i )]

)σ−1

di

)1/(1−σ)

.

We collect all country-specific determinants of exports into a single factor,Ad, defined as
Ad ≡ Xdτ

1−σ
d Pσ−1

d . We refer toAd asthe “attractiveness” of a destination market. It depends
positively on the size (Xd) and relative accessability (τ1−σ

d Pσ−1
d ) of the market. Following the

firm-level performance, all French firms that serve Thailand, for instance, a remote and relatively small market, should
also export toall “easier” countries. This is not the case for Champagne andEaton, Kortum, and Kramarz(2011) show
that such “hierarchy” relationships do not hold strictly for French exports in general.

5. Thus, we will treat, for instance, Veuve-Clicquot and Mumm as two competing varieties and disregard (due
to data limitations) theircuvée de prestigebottles. The Comité Interprofessionnel du vin de Champagne (CIVC, 2010)
reports that such high-end champagne accounts for only 2∙3% of total exports in 2009.
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6 REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STUDIES

notation ofEaton, Kortum, and Kramarz(2011), we also useαd( j ) to abbreviatead( j )σ−1 and
serve as the idiosyncratic demand shifter. Incorporating this notation, the export value equation
can be expressed succinctly as

xd( j )=
(

b[s( j )]

c[s( j )]

)σ−1

Adαd( j )Ed( j ). (6)

Since the gross profit-to-sales ratio in Dixit–Stiglitz is given by 1/σ, the net contribution to firm
profits of destinationd is given by

πd( j )= xd( j )/σ − FdEd( j ). (7)

Substituting equation (6) into equation (7), the probability of exporting is

P[Ed( j )= 1] = P[(b[s( j )]/c[s( j )])σ−1Adαd( j ) > σ Fd]. (8)

2.2. Estimatingequations

We can estimate the model using firm-level data for three different dependent variables: the
probability of exporting, the price, and export value expressed in FOB terms. The reason we
use FOB valuation is that it corresponds to the way export value data are collected by customs
administrators.

From equation (4), the FOB pricepfob
d ( j ) charged by firm j takes the following estimable

form:
ln pfob

d ( j )≡ ln(pd( j )/τd)= lnc[s( j )] + ln[σ/(σ −1)]. (9)

We estimate equation (9) non-parametrically as

ln pfob
d ( j )=

∑

s

λsIs( j )+PFEd + εd( j ), (10)

where theIs( j ) areindicators for each level of quality. Eacĥλs estimateslnc(s). We also es-
timate a specification that sets lnc[s( j )] = λ lns( j ). This corresponds to the power function
hypothesized byBaldwin and Harrigan(2007) and derived in models byKugler and Verhoogen
(forthcoming),Mandel(2008), andJohnson(2009) where firms choose quality subject to a cost
of upgrading. The PFEd aredestination-specific price fixed effects. They are not implied by the
model but are included to make the specification robust to differences in markups or destination-
specific costs that enter the FOB price such as special labelling, documents, or packaging re-
quirements. Theεd( j ) in equation (10) is a non-structural error term reflecting deviations be-
tween a parsimonious model and an undoubtedly more complex data generation process.

Turning to the probability of exporting, we can take logs of equation (8) to specify that firm
j will export tod with probability given by

P[Ed( j )= 1] = P[(σ −1)ln(b[s( j )]/c[s( j )])− ln(σ Fd)+ ln Ad + lnαd( j ) > 0]. (11)

As with the price equation, we estimate the entry–quality relationship non-parametrically, re-
placing(σ − 1)ln(b[s( j )]/c[s( j )]) with

∑
sβsIs( j ). The parameters can be estimated up to a

scaling factor using a binary choice model whose form depends on the assumption made on
the distribution of the unobserved heterogeneity termαd( j ). Assuming lnαd( j ) is distributed
normally with varianceψ2 impliesa probit form for the entry equation:

P[Ed( j )= 1] =8

[

ψ−1

(
∑

s

βsIs( j )+EFEd

)]

, (12)
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CROZETET AL. QUALITY SORTING AND TRADE 7

where8 represents the standard normal cumulative distribution function. The logged attrac-
tiveness of countryd, ln Ad, and its fixed export costs, ln(σFd), appearing in equation (11) are
captured with country-specific entry fixed effects, denoted EFEd.

Sinceσ > 1, a positive estimate ofβs implies that “quality pays”,i.e. consumer’s marginal
valuation of quality exceeds the marginal cost to producers for a levels of quality. We also
use the power function approach. The latter specification assumesb[s( j )] = s( j )γ , implying
(σ − 1)ln(b[s( j )]/c[s( j )]) = β lns( j ), whereβ ≡ (γ − λ)(σ − 1) is an abbreviation for the
elasticity of firm-level exports with respect to quality.

From equation (6), the log of FOB-valued firm-level exports is

lnxfob
d ( j )≡ ln(xd( j )/τd)= (σ −1)ln(b[s( j )]/c[s( j )])+ ln(Ad/τd)+ lnαd( j )+ lnEd( j ).

(13)
Adoptingthe same non-parametric estimation approach as we use for prices and entry the export
value equation is given by

lnxfob
d ( j )=

∑

s

βsIs( j )+XFEd + lnαd( j )+ lnEd( j ). (14)

The country-specific export value fixed effects, XFEd, capture ln(Ad/τd).
Assuminglog-normalαd( j ) implies that OLS would be the maximum likelihood estimator

for equation (14)—if we observed positive exports to all markets,i.e. if Ed( j ) = 1 ∀d, j . In
fact, most champagne exporters have positive exports to only a small number of destinations.
This zero problem is predicted by the model assuming that the fixed costs of exporting are non-
negligible. The zero problem implies that OLS (with the dependent variable lnxfob

d ( j ) treatedas
missing forxfob

d ( j )= 0) yields inconsistent estimates of the quality effect on exports.
Inspecting equation (11) reveals that among firms with identical quality levels, the probability

of passing the cut-off and exporting increases withαd( j ). It follows that firms with highs will
become exporters even with relatively low draws ofαd( j ), whereas low-quality firms need high
draws ofαd( j ) to be observed as positive exporters. This implied negative correlation in the
selected data will tend to bias estimates of the effect ofs( j ) on exports towards zero since low-
quality firms will tend to do better than expected.

Helpman, Melitz and Rubinstein(2008) also assume normally distributed errors and use
a Heckman correction to address the sample selection issue. The Heckman approach can be
identified off functional form but it is generally recognized that we can only have confidence
in the results if we have a variable explaining the firm-level decision to export to individual
markets that is excludable from equation (13). According to the theory, it should be a variable
that influences firm-level fixed costs.Helpman, Melitz and Rubinstein(2008) use overlap in
religion in trade partners, as well as measures of entry costs based on World Bank data. They
make these data dyadic by interacting indicators for the exporting and importing country. This
will not work in our context because our country fixed effects arede factodyadic fixed effects
given that all our exports originate in only one region. We would therefore need an additional
firm-level dimension here. The problem is that it is very difficult to conceive of a variable that
would affect one firm’s country-level fixed costs but not affect its variable costs of trade or its
individual demand shock.

We pursue an alternative method that is a direct implication of our model. Replacingxd( j )
with xfob

d ( j )τd in equation (7), we see that firmj exports to destinationd if and only if xfob
d ( j ) >

σ Fd/τd. Thus, we specifyxfob
d = σ Fd/τd asthe minimum value ofxfob

d ( j ) thatwould be con-
sistent with non-negative profits. Under the assumption of a log-normal distribution forαd( j ),
we have a Tobit structure in which lnxfob is censored at lnxfob

d . Although we do not observe
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8 REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STUDIES

xfob
d , Eatonand Kortum(2001) suggest that a maximum likelihood estimate of the censoring

point can be obtained from the minimum observed positive value of exports,i.e.

x̂fob
d = min

j ∈�d
xfob

d ( j ). (15)

For lnxfob
d ( j ) > ln x̂fob

d , the likelihood is based on the continuous lnxfob
d ( j ) from equation (13).

For lnxfob
d ( j ) < ln x̂fob

d , the likelihood is the probability that lnxfob
d ( j )≤ ln x̂fob

d .
To assess the magnitude of the OLS bias expected given the frequency of zeros in our data,

we conducted Monte Carlo simulations. The simulations also establish the finite-sample prop-
erties of using the minimum to estimate the unknown thresholdxfob

d . In addition, we investigate
consequences of deviations from normality. Since we use estimated coefficients to parameter-
ize the Monte Carlo, we present the simulation results together with the regression results in
Section4 (with the alternative distributions shown in Section B.2 in Appendix B).

3. DATA

Our paper combines two main sources of data, firm-level export declarations andJuhlin(2008),
a guide to champagne producers. We start by discussing features of champagne exporting that
appear to conform to the main elements of our model. Then we describe the features of our data
that affect estimation and interpretation.

3.1. Why champagne?

Champagne is a leading example of the branded consumer products that are important con-
tributors to exports for high-income countries. More importantly for our purposes, it has many
features that make it well suited for an empirical study of the quality interpretation of the Melitz
model. First, the monopolistic competition assumptions of large numbers of competitors selling
products differentiated at the firm level are consistent with information we have on the cham-
pagne industry. Second, champagne as a whole appears to exhibit Armington-style differentia-
tion by place of origin, an implicit assumption of the model. Third, the firms that handle cham-
pagne exports, and hence are listed on the customs declarations we rely upon, are predominately
producers to whomJuhlin (2008) assigns quality ratings. Finally, experts on champagne have
identified mechanisms that support the Baldwin–Harrigan assumption linking higher quality to
higher marginal costs. We discuss each of these industry features below.

The monopolistic competition model assumes that firms are sufficiently small and numerous
to make oligopolistic interactions negligible. While we cannot make any strong statements about
the presence or absence of oligopoly behaviour in this industry, the data show that production
is highly dispersed.Juhlin (2008) notes that of 5119 registered producers, “2454 make their
own, unique champagne”. For the 517 producers for which Juhlin provides production amounts,
we calculate a Herfindahl index of 0∙033. This amount of concentration is safely below the 0∙2
threshold where oligopoly concerns arise according toBesankoet al. (2007, p. 198).

Champagne fits the assumption of firm-level differentiationwithin the regionvery well. The
name of the maker is emphasized in marketing, rather than the vineyard or vintage. Other French
wine regions are extensively subdivided, with eachappellationpurported to have distinct taste
properties. Thus, the trade classification for red burgundy aggregates 100 appellations that range
enormously in reputation for quality. In contrast, champagne is both a trade classification and
a single appellation. Furthermore, about 95% of champagne is non-vintage (CIVC, 2010, p. 4),
reflecting the common practice of blending wines from different years to maintain stable quality.
This contrasts sharply with regions like Bordeaux and Burgundy that always show vintage on
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CROZETET AL. QUALITY SORTING AND TRADE 9

the label and exhibit substantial variation in quality due to weather. Since we do not observe the
vintages of the exported bottles, champagne’s lower inter-temporal quality variance is helpful.

The geographic definition of the champagne industry makes it particularly appropriate for
studying the effect of heterogeneity on the composition of exporters by destination. The rele-
vance of differentiation by place of origin for this study is that theMelitz (2003) model assumes
that firms face only the option of exporting or not to a given market. Firms cannot relocate pro-
duction to the consuming market as they can in theHelpman, Melitz and Yeaple(2004) frame-
work. With footloose production, the implications for quality sorting could be quite different. In
particular, the best firms might conduct foreign direct investments in the difficult markets rather
than serving them via exports.6

Champagneproducer associations use full-page advertisements and legal actions to reinforce
the idea that sparkling wine that is made outside Champagne cannot be confused with “real”
champagne. Wine critics seem to agree with the proposition that sparking wine from champagne
is distinct:

The Champagne region has certain natural advantages that no amount of money, ambi-
tion, or talent can surmount: The combination of chalky soil and fickle northern Euro-
pean weather yields sparkling wines that simply can’t be replicated anyplace else . . .
(Mike Steinberger, “American Sparkling Wines: Are they ever as good as champagne?”,
Slate.com, 30 December, 2005)
But when talking about sparkling wine, let’s be honest: There is Champagne and there is
everything else. The others are good, but they’re not Champagne. (Eric Asimov,New York
Timeswine critic, 14 December, 2005)

Putting aside the factual validity of these claims, they do represent a widely held view that
champagne producers are collectively different from producers from other areas. This mitigates
concerns over the omission of sparkling wine producers from outside Champagne in the trade
and quality data.7

Cost-qualitytrade-offs exist in both grape-growing and champagne-making. The quality of
land has been built into the price of grapes in champagne through a system calledéchelle des
crus, with grapes from vineyards with better reputations commanding higher prices. There is
also a productivity trade-off in viticulture since “over-cropping” (more grapes per hectare) is
believed to undermine the intensity of the flavours. For any given set of grapes, the making
of champagne also exhibits cost-quality trade-offs. The longer the time the wine spends on its
lees, prior to the disgorgement of the yeast deposit, the more complexity it tends to acquire.
Furthermore, the champagne maker can choose more or less costly liquids to add when the yeast
is removed. Depending on this “dosage”, the champagne may become excessively sweet.

A critical practical consideration is that the major producers of champagne are also the firms
that handle most of the export value of the industry. Data from the French national statistical
agency (INSEE) classify firms according to a “primary” activity. In wine regions other than
Champagne, a large proportion of the firms named on export declarations do not correspond
to the producers rated in the wine guides. Table1 provides the share of exports according to
primary activity in 2005. For champagne, the growers and makers add up to 80% of the total,
only 31% for white burgundy, 22% for red burgundy, and just 9% for red bordeaux. Champagne
is the notable exception to the rule that wholesalers dominate the export business since they
account for only 13% of champagne exports in 2005 compared to five or more times that share
in the other regions.

6. A small number of champagne producers do make sparkling wine outside of France but they do not label it as
champagne.

7. In the empirics, fixed effects capture cross-country variation in the amount of competition from non-
champagne producers.
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10 REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STUDIES

TABLE 1
Exporters classified according to primary activity and size category

Champagne,% Burgundy, % Bordeaux, %

(white) (red) (red)

Activity Code Share of all champagne exports

Grape-growers 011G 2 14 20 7
Wine-makers 159F/G 78 17 2 2
Wholesalers 513J 13 66 65 82
Others Various 7 4 12 8

Employees Share of producer exports

0–5 3 22 74 66
6–9 0 8 6 4
10–19 4 44 0 1
20–49 4 16 15 1
50–99 9 9 1 0
100–499 48 2 4 29
500+ 32 0 0 0

Thebottom panel of Table1 suggests a possible reason for why producers, rather than whole-
salers, dominate champagne exports. It provides a breakdown of the shares of exports by growers
and makers by size category. Larger firms (100+ employees) account for 80% of champagne ex-
ports by producers, whereas these firms take much smaller shares in the other wine regions. In
recent models such asAhn, Khandelwal and Wei(2011), there is a trade-off between lower fixed
costs of using intermediaries and lower variable costs of direct exporting. This leads to sorting
patterns with larger firms choosing to export directly. Differences in production methods may
underlie the larger sizes of champagne makers. The Champagne region has no subdivisions,
which allows producers to buy grapes from a much larger region while retaining the champagne
appellation. As a result, they face less strict capacity constraints than bordeaux or burgundy
wine producers, where narrowly defined geographic areas force greater reliance on own grape
production. Thus, Champagne’s broad definition allows for firms to produce at greater scale.

3.2. Export data

The micro-data used in this paper are based on export declarations submitted to French Customs.
We use the most recent data available at the time of writing, 2005. The customs data are an almost
comprehensive record of annual shipments by destination country at the eight-digit product level
for each French exporting firm. The “almost” is due to reporting thresholds for compulsory
declarations inside and outside the customs union. If a firm’s total exports to a non-European
Union (EU) country are below 1000 euros or 1000 kg, then it does not need to complete an export
declaration. As discussed in the appendix, our champagne export flows generally lie well above
this threshold. Within the EU, firms that exported less than 100,000 euros to the whole EU in the
previous year have the option of completing a short declaration that does not include destination
country. These declarations do not enter our data set. For reasons considered in the appendix,
many firms fill out the full declaration even when they are not required to do so. This discrepancy
in statistical selection between EU and non-EU destinations might be important in our case
since our main prediction is about heterogenous firms sorting in different destination markets.
In the results section, we report estimates that show that our results are robust to allowing for a
differential impact of quality on EU vs. non-EU exporting.
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CROZETET AL. QUALITY SORTING AND TRADE 11

For each firm, product, and destination country, Customs records FOB values and quan-
tities. We calculate firm-destination-level FOB prices (often referred to as “unit values”) as
pfob

d ( j ) = xfob
d ( j )/qd( j ). The data provide two measures of quantity, the primary and supple-

mentary. Sometimes the prices using the primary quantity units made no sense. We suspect that
this may have been caused by reporting quantity in tons when it should have been reported in
kilos. We calculated the median price for each firm using the primary quantity measure. Then
we recalculated prices using the secondary measure for all cases where this lowered the abso-
lute deviation from the median price. The resulting prices had a first percentile of 8∙34 euros/kg
and a 99th percentile of 66∙83 euros/kg. Two extreme outliers remained even after using the
supplementary units: 0∙33 and 8095∙42 euros/kg. We did not use these in any of our regressions.

Customs utilizes the eight-digit combined nomenclature product classification (abbreviated
as “cn8”). The cn8 is the harmonized system six-digit (hs6) code with a two-digit suffix that
is particular to the EU. Wine has an hs4 of 2204. Sparkling wine is 220410. For our purposes,
it is fortunate that the last two digits of the cn8 distinguish important wine-growing regions in
the EU. Thus, champagne, the sparkling wines from the official Champagne region, receive their
own cn8 (22041011). France exported 1∙87 billion euros of champagne to 176 countries in 2005.

The export declaration data provide us with firm identification numbers, or SIREN, for all
the 1134 firms who exported champagne in 2005. INSEE provides the names, addresses, and
primary activity code for most of those. We used the firm-level name and address information
to match exporters with wine producers that were rated in Juhlin’s Champagne guide. A total of
284 firms can be successfully matched with the rating textbook. All together, the Juhlin-rated
firms account for 94% of French exports of champagne in 2005 and serve 157 countries. Our
final database would therefore include 284×157= 44,588 observations except for the deletion
of the two outliers mentioned above. This leaves us with 44,586 observations, of which 3205
(7∙2%) correspond to positive trade flows.

3.3. Quality ratings

Juhlin(2008) devotes 368 pages to detailed descriptions of “the most important active producers
and their wines”. He provides two scores for the overall quality of the champagnes made by
487 different producers. One rating summarizes the quality of current wines, while the second
includes “all their historical baggage”. We use the latter rating since it is likely to correspond
better to our 2005 trade data. Producer ratings range from one to five stars, with a five stars
reserved for “perfect” producers and one euphemistically assigned to a “producer whose wines
have aroused my interest”. Basing his producer scores on tastings of 6500 different champagnes,
Juhlin claims that he has carried out “the most exhaustive evaluation of Champagne ever”. This
claim finds support in two observations. First, the 482 producers for which Juhlin provides stars
and production collectively produce 291 million bottles per year. This represents 90% of 2008
total shipments of champagne to all destinations, including the domestic market (CIVC, 2010,
p. 2). Second,Juhlin(2008) rates about eight times more producers than the broader wine guides
that have single chapters devoted to champagne.

The other books, which formed the basis for the quality ratings we used in theCrozet, Head
and Mayer(2009) working paper, are nevertheless useful as comparisons with Juhlin for the
wines they rate in common. The first source we consider is Robert Parker’s internationally rec-
ognizedWine Buyer’s Guide, 6th edition, 2002. LikeJuhlin (2008),Parker(2002) contains a
rating of producers in which he assigns them up to five stars based on overall quality of the
champagnes they produce. Unfortunately, Parker’s ratings cover just 71 producers (of which we
could match 62 to corresponding producers rated by Juhlin). A less well-known source of pro-
ducer ratings is the French guide,Classement des meilleurs vins de France, by Burtschy and
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12 REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STUDIES

Gerbelle(2006), published by the Revue du Vin de France (RVF). This book also assigns stars
to producers but the maximum rating is three stars. Mere inclusion in the book is considered to
be a positive evaluation.

Figure1 plots the ratings of Juhlin producers against the ratings these producers received
from Parker(2002) and the RVF. Each circle is sized proportionately to the number of producers
at that position. Thus, most producers given four stars by Parker are given three or four stars
by Juhlin. However, small numbers were given higher or lower ratings. One thing that is evi-
dent is that Parker is a more generous marker than the other two raters, with a mode of four
stars, compared to modes of one for Juhlin and “included” for the Revue. Despite these level
differences, we see that the ratings are highly correlated. The Pearson correlations are 0∙48 and
0∙68. Kendall’sτ , an index of concordance between ratings that varies between−1 for perfect
disagreement and+1 for perfect agreement, comes in at 0∙49 and 0∙62. In most cases, the large
number of wines that Parker and the RVF omit are given just one star by Juhlin. However, omis-
sion does not necessarily imply low quality as there are 23 four-star wines in Juhlin that were
omitted in the other two guidebooks. BecauseJuhlin(2008) is so much more comprehensive than
the alternative sources of quality ratings, we rely upon it for the subsequent analysis. However,
we conduct two robustness checks related to quality ratings: First, we replicate the main estima-
tions for RVF and Parker ratings. Second, we add to the analysis the firms that export, despite
not being rated by Juhlin, with the idea that those would be (with an important caveat detailed
below) the lowest quality exporters. We briefly discuss the alternative results after presenting
our baseline results but provide full tables and additional discussion in appendices.

The next way we validate Juhlin’s ratings is to examine graphically how they relate to prices
(unit values), the proxy used by almost all the studies of trade and quality mentioned in Sec-
tion 1. For each firm, we divided the total value of its exports (across all destinations) by total
quantity to create a weighted average price (in euros per kilogram). Figure2 plots the mean and
standard deviation (S.D.) for each Juhlin star rating in panel (a) and the median and interquartile
range in panel (b). Both the means and medians do not increase rapidly for one to three stars but
prices do rise more impressively for four- and five-star champagnes. The champagne exported
by non-Juhlin firms (depicted in the bars labelled “N/A”) is much more heterogeneous in value,
as is to be expected given that many of these exporters are wholesalers of a range of champagne

FIGURE 1
Comparison of different quality ratings
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CROZETET AL. QUALITY SORTING AND TRADE 13

FIGURE 2
Quality and prices

FIGURE 3
Good champagne goes further

produced by other firms. The relationship between prices and quality shown in Figure2 is partly
attributable to the mix of destination countries to which each set of firms exports. In our re-
gressions on individual firm prices, we purge this compositional influence using country fixed
effects.

Figure3(a) and (b) show how the propensity to export and the number of export destinations
relate to the Juhlin quality ratings. In panel (a), the height of the middle (black) bars corresponds
to the shares of the 487 firms that obtain each rating. The dark grey line to the right shows that
the 284 exporting firms are under-represented at one star but over-represented for three to five
stars. Meanwhile, about half the non-exporters obtained only a single star and none of them
obtained five stars. This superior quality of exporters is consistent with the quality interpretation
of theMelitz (2003) model. However, there is no evidence of a quality cut-off above which all
firms export and below which no firms export.8

8. Section B.1 in Appendix B reports the regression equivalent of this figure and shows the statistically significant
impact of higher quality on the propensity to export (to any destination).
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14 REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STUDIES

Figure3(b) looks at the set of all 1134 exporting firms and the number of countries to which
each firm exports. The lowest line of empty squares corresponds to the 850 exporters that could
not be matched to Juhlin listing. The lines to the upper right correspond to increasing numbers of
stars. Each marked point on a line shows the fraction of firms that export tok or more countries.
Thus, each line is the empirical “survival function”. Reading up from sayk = 10, we see that
2% of non-Juhlin firms export to 10 or more markets. However, over half the three-star andall
eight of the five-star producers export that widely.

From the descriptive statistics portrayed in Figures2 and3, we see that higher quality is
associated with higher prices, greater likelihood of exporting, and a wider set of penetrated
markets. The next section moves to regression evidence where the estimated parameters can be
interpreted within the structure of a Melitz-based model.

4. BASELINE RESULTS

Table2 reports estimates from our firm-level regressions corresponding to the equations (10),
(12), and (14) of the model. The first column regresses log FOB prices on quality. Columns (2)
and (3) show the marginal effects of quality on export probability using first a linear probability
model (LPM) and then Probit. The LPM does not have the ancillary parameters problem asso-
ciated with large numbers of fixed effects but the Probit has the attractive feature of restricting
predicted export probabilities to lie between zero and one. OLS and Tobit estimations of the
export value equation are reported in Columns (4) and (5). The OLS has the same advantage as
the LPM in terms of handling fixed effects but has the added disadvantage of inducing selection
bias. The Tobit corrects that selection bias but imposes more structure on the data. Since our
regressions map a single quality rating to multiple observations (destinations) for each exporter,
we cluster standard errors by firm in all regressions.

The estimates reveal that higher quality tends to raise export prices, export probability, and
export value as predicted in the model. Indeed, the quality–outcome relationship is monotonic
in all five columns, with the one exception that five-star producers have lower export values on
average than four-star producers in Column (4). The one step down is not statistically significant
but all the upward steps in the entry equations and the Tobit are significant at the 5% level. To
facilitate interpretation and comparison between the LPM and Probit, we report the parameters
in the entry equations as marginal effects. Thus,e.g. a four-star producer is nine percentage
points more likely to export to any given country than three-star producer according to the LPM
and six percentage points higher for the Probit.9 Thecoefficients in the price and Tobit equations
are structural parameters that we interpret later in this section.

Consistent with the model’s prediction, selection bias shrinks the coefficient on quality in
the OLS export value regression shown in Column (4). The bias arises because selection into
exporting generates a negative correlation between the quality conditional on being selected and
unobserved firm–country demand shocks. Comparing Columns (4) and (5) confirms the direc-
tion and magnitude of this bias. The Tobit also eliminates the one exception to the monotonic
relationship between quality and export outcomes: five-star producers now export more than
their four-star competitors (anF-test reveals that coefficients are statistically different at the 3%
level). Using the parametric version of the Tobit estimator multiplies the OLS coefficient on
quality by 3∙5.10

9. The baseline probability for one-star producers naturally depends on the destination country.
10. Our Tobit method relies on the minimum value of exports to each countryd. As there might be noise in this

estimate ofσ Fd/τd, we also experimented with the second lowest export value to each country as inEaton and Kortum
(2002). Results (shown in the appendix) are very similar.
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CROZETET AL. QUALITY SORTING AND TRADE 15

TABLE 2
Firm-level regressions for quality-rated champagne exporters

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Dependentvariable lnpfob
d ( j ) Ed( j ) Ed( j ) lnxfob

d ( j ) lnxfob
d ( j )

Method OLS LPM Probit OLS Tobit
Observations 3205 44,586 44,586 3205 44,586
Parametric

ln stars 0∙22a 0∙09a 0∙09a 1∙31a 4∙58a

(0∙04) (0∙01) (0∙01) (0∙19) (0∙54)
ψ , S.D. of lnαd( j ) 4∙30a

(0∙16)
R2 0∙24 0∙27 0∙32 0∙23 0∙62/0∙15

Non-parametric
Two stars 0∙05a 0∙02a 0∙02b 0∙32 1∙25b

(0∙02) (0∙01) (0∙01) (0∙23) (0∙52)
Three stars 0∙07a 0∙04a 0∙05a 0∙63a 2∙68a

(0∙03) (0∙01) (0∙01) (0∙23) (0∙55)
Four stars 0∙20a 0∙13a 0∙11a 1∙99a 5∙80a

(0∙03) (0∙03) (0∙02) (0∙34) (0∙79)
Five stars 0∙52a 0∙26a 0∙16a 1∙67a 7∙70a

(0∙14) (0∙03) (0∙02) (0∙23) (0∙59)
ψ , S.D. of lnαd( j ) 4∙19a

(0∙16)
R2 0∙32 0∙29 0∙33 0∙26 0∙63/0∙17

Notes:Destination(d) fixed effects for all columns. Column (3) reports marginal effects of the probit estimation.R2

includecountry dummies. For Columns (3) and (5),R2 arecomputed as the squared correlation between the predicted
and actual values of the dependent variable. SecondR2 in Column (5) uses the same sample as Column (4). Standard
errors clustered at the firm level in parentheses. Significance levels:c p< 0∙1, b p< 0∙05,ap< 0∙01.

Monte Carlo simulations of our model show that the OLS bias is of the expected order of
magnitude. More importantly, they also show that our Tobit method yields an estimate very
close to the true impact of quality on exports in the simulated population of firms. This gives us
some confidence that the Tobit method successfully corrects for the selection bias described in
Section2.2.

The simulation comprises 1000 firms and 10 countries.11 Thefirst step is to generate a ran-
dom set ofs( j ), Ad/τd, andαd( j ), with which to create the uncensored vector of lnxfob

d ( j )
basedon equation (13). We specify the “trueβ”, as 4∙58, the estimate from the parametric ver-
sion of Column (5) of Table2. The second step obtains the censored sample by imposing the
condition that gross profits exceed fixed costs, which holds when

lnxfob
d ( j ) > ln(σ Fd/τd). (16)

We choose the parameters of theAd/τd (enteringxfob
d ( j ) in equation (16) as can be seen in

equation (13)) andσ Fd/τd (the R.H.S. of equation (16)) distributions such that the share of
firm–destination profitable combinations replicates the share we observe in our empirical sample
(7∙2%).12 Thenwe calculate the correlation betweens andα after censoring.

11. Stata code provided on the authors’ web page (http://strategy.sauder.ubc.ca/head/sup/).
12. Table2 shows that over the 44,586 possible combinations, only 3205 are positive.
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16 REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STUDIES

TABLE 3
Simulation results (assumed trueβ = 4∙58)

Variable Mean S.D.

Shareof profitable firm–destination exports 0∙072 0∙003
Correlation(s, α) in censored data −0∙394 0∙038
OLS β̂ before censoringxfob

d ( j ) 4∙580 0∙044
OLS β̂ after censoringxfob

d ( j ) < σ Fd/τd 1∙330 0∙160
Tobit β̂ (estimateσ Fd/τd with min xfob

d ( j ) > 0) 4∙518 0∙213
Contraction: censored OLŜβ/Tobit β̂ 0∙295 0∙033

Thesimulation results for 1000 repetitions are summarized in Table3. The second row shows
that censoring induces a strong negative correlation between firm quality and the error term of
−0∙394. The next row establishes the unsurprising result that OLS estimatesβ̂ correctly for
the complete sample. After censoring, however, OLS regressions yield an average coefficient of
1∙33, which is remarkably similar to the coefficient shown in Column (4) of Table2.

The fifth row of Table3 shows the results for the Tobit method we use. It estimates the cen-
soring point using the minimum observed trade value:x̂fob

d = min j ∈Bd xfob
d ( j ). Although this

Tobit exhibits some downward bias (4∙52< 4∙58), it corrects almost all the bias found in the
OLS. The final row shows the contraction in the OLS estimates relative to Tobit. In the sim-
ulation, theβ̂ from OLS on censored data is 0∙295 of the Tobit estimate, while our estimates
from the real data put this contraction at 0∙286. Additional simulations, reported in Section
B.2 in Appendix B, investigate departures from the normality assumption for lnα. We find that
Tobit estimates remain within 3% of the true value and OLS contraction factors are compa-
rable. All in all, the simulations make us confident that the Tobit method does a good job of
correcting an otherwise important bias. Since the selection issue arises in any regression of
firm-destination-level exports on firm ability measures, the Tobit method, which is the maxi-
mum likelihood estimator of the model, should prove useful in other applications of the Melitz
model.

In discussing the impact of selection on the export value equation, we have emphasized
the parametric specification for convenience. However, it is important to note that the non-
parametric method of estimation is to be preferred on several grounds. First, the elasticity con-
cept is intended for continuous variables, not the discrete quality ratings we observe. Second,
the quality of fit is systematically larger in the lower part of the regression table, especially
when explaining the price charged by firms endowed with different quality levels. This comes
from the fact that imposing a parametric structure seems to do too much violence to the data.
The coefficients on prices, entry probability, and exported values vary a lot according to the
level of s. Taking prices as an example, increasing quality from one star to two stars raises
prices by just 5%, whereas the parametric version imposes a 20∙22− 1 = 16∙5% increase. Go-
ing to five stars is associated with a 68% non-parametric increase and a 42% parametric one.
Thus, the parametric form seems unable to handle the convexity in the relationship between
prices and quality.13 We will therefore focus on the non-parametric estimates for the rest of the
paper.

13. This finding is confirmed when adding a new (low) quality category of exporters producing in champagne but
not rated by Juhlin. Details about the creation of this low-quality (s( j ) = 0) category are provided in Section B.4 in
Appendix B along with the reproduction of the baseline results incorporating these firms.
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CROZETET AL. QUALITY SORTING AND TRADE 17

As discussed in Section3.2 and the data appendix, there is concern over another potential
selection problem. This comes not from the model but the way the data are collected. Briefly, it is
possible that some intra-EU exports by small firms are not included because they lack destination
information. TableB6 in the appendix reproduces the specifications in Table2 with the quality
indicators interacted with a dummy for intra-EU flows. Most coefficients on the EU interactions
are insignificant, suggesting that quality has the same impact on export outcomes inside and
outside the customs union.

A second potential concern with our results is reverse causation. Suppose that Juhlin’s ratings
are influenced by how successful a wine has been in export markets outside France. In that case,
exports would cause high-quality ratings rather than the line of causation we have presumed. To
some extent, this critique cannot be ruled out since no blind tasting of the 500 producers has ever
been undertaken. It is not obvious which direction the endogeneity bias would run. Some experts
appear to take pride in giving high-quality ratings to obscure hard-to-find producers. This would
tend to bias the coefficients in the value equation downwards. In any case, we doubt that there
are strong firm-level instruments for quality ratings that satisfy the exclusion restriction.14

Our response to the endogeneity concern is to investigate the robustness of our results to
alternative ratings that we see as being more or less likely to exhibit the reverse causation. It is
natural to expect that an internationally recognized reviewer based in the U.S. would be more
focused on the American market and therefore we hypothesize that Parker would be more likely
to give high ratings to producers that sell abroad, especially in the U.S. Correspondingly, the RVF
guide is intended for French consumption and therefore its tasters might pay less attention to the
presence of champagnes in foreign markets. Thus, we expect the largest positive endogeneity
bias to be found for Parker ratings and the smallest negative bias to be found for RVF.

TablesB.7 andB8 re-estimate Table2 using ratings from Parker and RVF instead of Juhlin.
The main impression we draw from these results is how similar they are to each other. For
example, the coefficient on five-star champagne in the export value Tobit equation (Column 5) is
7∙37 for Parker, 7∙24 for RVF, and 7∙70 for Juhlin.15 Thesimilarity does not, of course, rule out
a common endogeneity bias. However, it does suggest that there is a common factor underlying
the quality ratings of different tasters and that factor has a robust relationship with prices and
export success.

The structure embedded in the estimating equations allows us to infer the key parameters
of the model and thereby obtain a precise quantification of the impact of quality. Recall that
equation (9) shows that the coefficients on the quality dummies in the price equations can be
interpreted as estimates of lnc(s), with costs fors = 1 normalized to zero. Exponentiating, we
then see how quality raises the marginal costs of producing champagne. Figure4(a) reports the
exponentiated coefficients from Column (1) of Table2 accompanied by their 95% confidence
intervals, exp(λ̂s ± 1∙96S.E.s). The estimates suggest that five-star champagne has 68% higher
costs of production than one-star champagne.

Figure 4(b) depicts the structural interpretation of the coefficients from the export value
equation (Column (5) of Table2). Equation (13) implies that each coefficient estimatesβs =
(σ −1)lnb(s)/c(s). Rearranging, we obtainb(s)/c(s) = exp(βs/(σ −1)). This can be thought
of loosely as the benefit-to cost ratio fors-star wine compared to one-star wine. Even more

14. Geographic and weather-based variation in quality—which might serve as potential instruments for other types
of wine—are not applicable for champagne given the practices of blending wines from multiple vineyards and years
(Johnson and Robinson,2005, pp. 78–79).

15. As in Figure1, we map RVF stars to the five-star systems used by Juhlin and Parker as follows: 3→ 5, 2→ 4,
1 → 3, included→ 2, and excluded→ 1. Since Parker never assigns a single star, we use that to designate firms that are
in Juhlin but not included in Parker.
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18 REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STUDIES

FIGURE 4
Structural interpretation of coefficients

loosely, we can speak of it as the measure of whether a wine “delivers good value for money”.
A high σ implies that consumers find different producers to be highly substitutable. Thus, a
high assumedσ allows for a large impact of quality on exports (highβs) with relatively low
benefit-to-cost ratios. We show impliedb(s)/c(s) for σ assumptions of 5 (black) and 10 (grey),
the lower and upper bounds of the range thatAnderson and Van Wincoop(2004) consider to be
consistent with the literature. Ab/c ratio of nearly seven for a five-star champagne producer is
implied forσ = 5 but this falls to two forσ = 10.

By multiplying the value,b(5)/c(5), and price,c(5), estimates, we can back out the implied
benefits consumers receive from quality. Assumingσ = 5, theb(5)/c(5) = 6∙86 andc(5) =
1∙68. Hence, the results imply that a consumer is willing to trade about 12 bottles of the lowest
quality (s = 1) champagne for 1 bottle of the highest quality (s = 5). This is also the ratio of
prices between a five-star and a one-star bottle that would leave a consumer’s indirect utility
unchanged.16 These impacts of quality strike us as economically large but within the plausible
range. The underlying coefficients are estimated within a highly parsimonious structure that
stays as close as possible to the quality-interpreted Melitz model. This raises the question of
whether such high magnitudes would survive generalizations of the model that relax potentially
problematic assumptions. Through all the modifications to the baseline model explored in the
next section, we find that the impact of quality on prices and exports remains remarkably stable.

5. EXTENSIONS

In this section, we consider three extensions to our baseline model. The first incorporates ad-
ditional sources of firm heterogeneity, in particular differences in labour productivity. The next
two generalize functional form assumptions, allowing for non-iceberg trade costs and then non-
homothetic preferences for quality.

5.1. Other sources of firm heterogeneity

The baseline model abstracts from any source of heterogeneity other than quality. However, most
empirical work on firm heterogeneity follows the productivity interpretation of theMelitz (2003)

16. The CES indirect utility isyd/Pd. Indirect utility holds constant, whiles rises if and only if
(pd(i )τd)/(αd(i )b[s(i )]) remains unchanged. For the same draw ofα, this is true whenpd(5)/pd(1)= b(5)/b(1).
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CROZETET AL. QUALITY SORTING AND TRADE 19

model. The assumption of a single factor determining firm-level heterogeneity is grounded in
analytical convenience, not realism. In the case of champagne, anecdotal accounts suggest that
marketing efforts by the major brands could play an important role. Unfortunately, no direct
measure is available for the marketing efforts of the whole set of Juhlin firms. Only imperfect
data are available for their physical productivity. Taking these data limitations into consideration,
we investigate the role of other types of heterogeneity in two steps. First, we compare the share
of the variation in prices and export values that can be explained by quality dummies vs. the
explanatory power of a full set of firm effects, which capture all firm-level performance determi-
nants. Second, we calculate the share of the variance in firm fixed effects that can be explained
by our measures of firm-level quality and physical productivity.

Table4 decomposes the variance for the main variables of interest, the price and value of
exports. It establishes how quality ratings can explain variation in prices and export values
compared to other explanations. The explanatory variables are lnpfob

d ( j ) and lnxfob
d ( j ) as in

Columns (1) and (5) of Table2. The first row presents theR2 of a regression including country
dummies only, while the second one adds the Juhlin quality dummies exactly as in the baseline
regressions, and the last one replaces quality dummies with firm effects to show how much of
the variance can be explained by all sources of firm heterogeneity. TheR2 for Tobit is calcu-
lated as the squared correlation between actual trade and predictions using the Tobit regression
equation.17 Sincethe firm dummies require estimation of 284 parameters rather than the five
quality levels, we also should consider the costs of adding extra parameters. The Akaike in-
formation criterion (AIC) provides an appealing metric since it measures the information loss
relative to full reality taking into account the benefits of improved fit with the cost of greater
variance in the estimates. We follow the suggestion ofBurnham and Anderson(2002, p. 70) and
present1i AICc that corrects the AIC for having relatively small number of observations per
parameter and express results as the difference between the AICc of modeli and that of the best
approximating model.

Table4 reveals that firm-level effects have substantial explanatory power as one would expect
since they collect all systematic differences between firms. The Juhlin quality indicators take the
R2 almosthalfway to this upper bound for variables that vary only at the firm level. According
to the AIC, the best approximating model has firm-level fixed effects. The information loss from
using observed quality in lieu of the firm dummies is considerable, even after penalizing the firm
effects model for raising the number of parameters from 5 to 284. Nevertheless, starting from
a model with only country dummies, the quality dummies reduce the information loss by about
one-half for price and one-third for export values.

TABLE 4
Explanatory power ofquality

Dependentvariable ln pfob
d ( j ) lnxfob

d ( j )

Model criterion R2 1AICc R2 1AICc

Countrydummies only 0∙151 1315∙1 0∙556 8352∙5
Country dummies+ quality dummies 0∙317 627∙5 0∙629 5557∙5
Country dummies+ firm dummies 0∙546 0 0∙830 0

Note:1AICc measuresinformation loss relative to the best approximating model.

17. The Stata option “ystar()” is used to obtain predicted trade over the range beginning at the minimum observed
value.
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TABLE 5
Firm fixed effects, quality and labour productivity

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Fixed effects ln price (fob) ln export value

Observations 284 126 126 126 284 126 126 126

Two stars 0∙03c 0∙03 0∙04c 0∙83b 1∙37b 1∙20b

(0∙01) (0∙02) (0∙02) (0∙36) (0∙56) (0∙59)
Three stars 0∙05b 0∙03 0∙04 2∙17a 2∙27a 2∙21a

(0∙02) (0∙04) (0∙04) (0∙42) (0∙67) (0∙68)
Four stars 0∙20a 0∙22a 0∙22a 3∙81a 5∙17a 5∙13a

(0∙04) (0∙04) (0∙04) (0∙66) (0∙99) (0∙99)
Five stars 0∙53a 0∙51a 0∙48a 7∙33a 6∙94a 7∙34a

(0∙11) (0∙13) (0∙13) (0∙64) (0∙50) (0∙52)
ln labour −0∙03b −0∙06a 0∙54b 0∙26
productivity (0∙02) (0∙02) (0∙26) (0∙28)
Constant 0∙09a 0∙11a 0∙46a 0∙78a 0∙85a 1∙81a −3∙85 1∙28

(0∙01) (0∙02) (0∙16) (0∙22) (0∙23) (0∙41) (2∙70) (3∙00)
R2 0∙358 0∙446 0∙472 0∙075 0∙268 0∙362 0∙383 0∙005
1AICc 3∙95 0∙00 62∙28 2∙00 0∙00 51∙64

Notes:1AICc measuresinformation loss relative to the best approximating model. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard
errors in parentheses. Significance levels:c p< 0∙1, b p< 0∙05,ap< 0∙01.

In Table5, we unpack the variation of the firm fixed effects into the contributions of quality
and physical productivity. The fixed effects for price are the dependent variable in the left panel
and those for export values (Tobit) are used in the right panel. Columns (1) and (4) show the
results of regressing the 284 estimated firm effects on the quality dummies. TheR2 indicate
that quality explains 36% of the firm-level component of log prices and 27% of the firm-level
component of log export values. A single dimension, quality, accounts for about one-third of all
firm-level heterogeneity.

These results raise the question of whether a second observed dimension of firm ability might
account for an even higher share of the variance. Of much greater concern for the central premise
of the paper, observed quality could simply be a surrogate for some other variable. Given that
we have motivated this paper as an illustration of the quality interpretation ofMelitz (2003),
the obvious second dimension to consider is physical productivity. Given limitations of the data,
we do not attempt any sophisticated productivity estimation. Rather, we measure labour pro-
ductivity as the number of champagne bottles (750 ml) produced per year per employee at each
company. Of the 284 exporting companies for which we have quality,Juhlin (2008) provides
annual production for all but three.18 SinceJuhlin(2008)does not supply employment data, we
use the Enquête Annuelle d’Entreprise (EAE), which covers firms larger than 20 employees, and
INSEE’s SIREN database, which covers some small firms but only provides employee ranges.19

Thesesources provided employment data for just 126 firms. Although this low coverage rate
is a concern, the firms for which we do have both quality and physical productivity measures

18. Juhlin(2008)reports only a single production number for each listing and he does not assign a particular year.
His production numbers appear to be rounded so we interpret them as some kind of average amount in recent years.

19. See Appendices A and B for more detail on the data and how we handled range data.
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CROZETET AL. QUALITY SORTING AND TRADE 21

represent 96% of the total exported value by quality-rated firms (and 90% of total champagne
exports). In addition to the coverage problem and the need to interpolate for the employee range
data, we also suspect that some of the employees at a given firm may not be involved in wine
production and therefore should not be included in the denominator for productivity. While we
have done the best we could with available data, the labour productivity variable probably suffers
from considerable measurement error.

Columns (2) and (5) of Table5 conduct the export price and value regressions of Columns (1)
and (4) for the sample of firms for which we also measure labour productivity. Columns (3)
and (6) add productivity to the set of covariates while holding the sample the same. This hardly
affects the coefficients on the quality dummies, suggesting that the two forms of heterogeneity
are uncorrelated. This would imply that the main cost of higher quality is that it requires the use
of higher priced inputs rather than a greater quantity of labour per bottle produced. The inclu-
sion of physical productivity only nudges theR2 upslightly in both the price (from 0∙45 to 0∙47)
and the value (from 0∙36 to 0∙38) equations. The coefficient on log physical productivity in the
price equation is much closer to zero than the theoretical prediction of−1. In the export value
equation, the coefficient should theoretically estimateσ − 1. The impliedσ of 1∙54 lies at the
lower end of the plausible range. The apparent bias in these coefficients away from the model
predictions and towards zero is the expected consequence of measurement error in physical pro-
ductivity. Nevertheless, the results dispel one alternative explanation of our baseline estimates.
High-quality ratings are not just “awards” that wine reviewers bestow on firms who succeed
abroad due to underlying differences in physical productivity.

Columns (4) and (8) of Table5 remove the quality variables and attempt to explain firm fixed
effects only with physical productivity. TheR2 for both price effects and export value effects fall
sharply. We again use the1i AICc to evaluate the different models. Adding productivity to the
model with quality dummies only slightly reduces the information loss. However, eliminating
quality and using only productivity would result in very large information loss.20

5.2. Non-iceberg transport costs and Alchian–Allen effects

Actual shipping fee structures are based on the volume of wine shipped rather than the value,
a fact that casts doubt on the applicability of the iceberg assumption ofad valoremtrade costs.
Yet there are other trade cost that are likely to be proportional to value such as insurance, loss of
reputation due to spoilage, and non-payment risk. We therefore consider a more general specifi-
cation of trade costs such that CIF pricepd( j ) includesboth anad valoremcomponent,τd, and
a per-unit freight charge,fd. The CIF–FOB price relationship is given by

pd( j )= pfob
d ( j )τd + fd. (17)

Substituting into the export value equation expressed in FOB terms,xfob
d ( j )= pfob

d ( j )× xd( j )/
pd( j ), and using the CES demand system from equation (2), we obtain

xfob
d ( j )= pfob

d ( j )[ pfob
d ( j )τd + fd]−σb[s( j )]σ−1Xd Pσ−1

d αd( j )Ed( j ). (18)

The Alchian–Allen hypothesis stipulates that the relative demand for high-quality firms rises
with the non-iceberg part of the transport cost. This is because relative demand for two different
quality levels depends on their relative CIF prices. The ratio of the CIF price of high-quality

20. Burnhamand Anderson(2002, p. 70) deem1i in excess of 10 to show that the level of support for modeli is
“essentially none”.
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22 REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STUDIES

wine to low-quality wine starts as a number greater than one forfd = 0 and gradually goes
to one asfd → ∞. Hence, relative demand for high quality is expected to increase withfd.
Analysisof this effect under monopolistic competition is complicated because, forfd > 0,profit
maximization implies pricing to market,i.e. the FOB price to countryd depends onfd and
τd. We investigate Alchian–Allen effects in our model by first deriving the elasticity of FOB
prices with respect to quality and showing how it depends onfd. We then do the corresponding
calculations for FOB export values, conditional on entry.

The profit-maximizing FOB price is as inMartin (2010, equation (8)),

pfob
d ( j )=

σc[s( j )]

σ −1
+

fd
τd(σ −1)

. (19)

Using equation (19), the price elasticity can be shown to be

ηps =
ηcs

1+ fd
τdσc[s( j )]

, (20)

whereηcs is the elasticity of costs with respect to quality (λ in the power form ofc(s)). Inspection
of this equation reveals thatηps begins atηcs for fd = 0 and falls to 0 asfd → ∞. This implies a
negative interaction between quality and distance in the price regression, assuming that distance
has a larger effect on the per-unit trade cost than on thead valoremcost.

The elasticity for FOB export values (equation (18), maintainingE = 1) is

ηxs = (σ −1)

[

ηbs −

(
1

1/σ+ fd
τdσc[s( j )]

−
1

1+ fd
τdσc[s( j )]

)
ηcs

σ −1

]

. (21)

For fd = 0, the term in parentheses simplifies toσ − 1 and the whole elasticity reduces to be
ηxs = (σ − 1)[ηbs − ηcs]. Imposing the power function specification forb[s] and c[s], the re-
sult reverts back toβ ≡ (σ − 1)[γ −λ], as shown in Section2. As fd becomeslarge, the term
in parentheses in equation (21) goes to zero, andηxs risesto (σ − 1)ηbs. This implies a posi-
tive coefficient on the interaction between quality and distance in the export value regression,
maintaining the assumption that distance increasesfd/τd.

In the empirical implementation, we take the non-parametric price and export value equa-
tions of Table2 and add a complete set of interactions between the quality indicators and dum-
mies for six distance intervals.21 Figure 5 displaysthe coefficients for price (left panel) and
export value (right panel) for the interactions between quality and the different distance bins.
We also add horizontal lines indicating the baseline coefficients from Table2, i.e. not allowing
for Alchian–Allen effects. The symbols are circled in black when the distance-specific estimate
is significantly different from the baseline one.

Both panels show that the vast majority of coefficients interacted with distance bins do not
differ from the baseline significantly. Four-star champagne seems to exhibit an increasing advan-
tage over lower quality champagne with distance, as predicted. However, a significant difference
from the constrained average effect for four-star champagne is only present for the lowest of
the six distance categories. Moreover, the convergence of the four- and five-star export values
as distance increases conflicts with the Alchian–Allen prediction. In sum, Alchian–Allen effects

21. We chose the same distance cuts to determine the dummies asEaton and Kortum(2002): 375, 750, 1500, 3000,
and 6000 miles. Alternative specifications using the fully parametric version (ln quality× ln distance) or semi-parametric
(quality dummies× ln distance) are reported in the appendix. The fully parametric test gives a mistaken impression of
generality for the Alchian–Allen effect which the semi-parametric form shows to be insignificantly different from zero
at most quality levels.
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FIGURE 5
Alchian–Allen effects

are not entirely absent, but they have little impact on the main finding: higher quality generally
increases FOB prices and export values over all distances.

5.3. Non-homothetic preferences

The base model followsMelitz (2003) in assuming homothetic preferences. Relaxing this as-
sumption is desirable in light of recent research emphasizing income effects on the relative de-
mand for quality. For example,Fajgelbaum, Grossman and Helpman(2009) construct a model of
consumer choice in which the share of consumers that choose high-quality products is rising in
income. Since champagne is a canonical example of a luxury good, it seems unrealistic to force
demand to be proportional to income across all quality levels. The extension is very simple: we
replaceb(s( j ))with b(s( j ), yd), whereyd is per capitaincome. Since we do not have strong pri-
ors on the functional form for the newb() function, we estimate it non-parametrically using six
equal-sized income categories. The income thresholds for these sextiles are $645, $1741, $3771,
$7943, and $25,914. For additional parallelism with the non-iceberg subsection, we estimate the
interaction-saturated model for both log prices and log export values (Tobit).

The results are shown graphically in Figure6. As in Figure5, all results are relative to the
benchmark ofs = 1. The price regression results displayed in panel (a) can be seen as investi-
gating whether higher income countries have lowerσ and hence higher markups over marginal
cost. To the extent that markups rise with income, we would expect the profiles fors= 2, . . . ,5 to
slope up across the income categories. Instead, we find that the only significant differences from
the baseline specification are higher prices for the lowest income category for quality levelss =
2, 4, and 5. One possible interpretation is that the low-income markets have so few champagne
producers that the firms that do enter charge higher prices.22

Turning to the panel (b), the value of champagne exports for producers with two or more stars
tends to rise with income relative to that for just one star. The gaps are generally widening as

22. This interpretation is at odds with the Dixit–Stiglitz assumption of a constant markup regardless of the amount
of competition. We leave the investigation of variable markups to future work.
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FIGURE 6
Luxury effects (income effects on demand for quality)

would be predicted if higher quality is a luxury. For example, in the top income sextile, the gap
between five and three stars is 8∙8−3∙3 = 5∙5, which greatly exceeds the 3∙6−0∙8 = 2∙8 gap in
the first income sextile. The “fanning out” we see in panel (a) seems to be demand related given
the absence of corresponding price patterns in panel (b). Even for the lowest income categories,
there are no significantly negative coefficients associated with increased quality. Thus, even the
poorest countries do not systematically invert demand rankings.23

6. FIT TO THE AGGREGATE DATA AND FALSIFICATION EXERCISES

The main prediction of the quality sorting model is that only the best firms can profitably enter
the most difficult markets. Empirically, this corresponds to a prediction that the larger the num-
ber of exporters to a destination, the lower will be the average quality (and, therefore, average
price) of these exporters.24 While probit results confirm that quality does indeed explain selec-
tion of individual firms, they cannot illustrate the aggregate effects of quality sorting. In this
section, we use the estimated parameters derived from the firm-level regressions to show that
the quality sorting model can replicate the main features of the aggregate (market-level) data.
We also contrast the fit of the quality sorting model to data with the predictions of two extreme
alternatives. The first falsification exercise predicts average quality in a process where entry is
entirely random. The second eliminates all randomness at the firm-market level and stipulates
that selection depends exclusively on measured quality.

We therefore establish the prediction of the quality sorting model in terms of average qual-
ity and average price to each destination market. To do so, one needs to establish which firm

23. To the extent that consumption of champagne is confined to the top of the income distribution, average incomes
may be misleading proxies for luxury effects. In results available upon request, we have reproduced Figure6, defining
sextiles based on the average income of the top decile. Due to the high correlation between the two measures, the patterns
displayed in the figures are very similar.

24. Note thatMelitz (2003) uses changes in the equilibrium average performance variable, productivity in his case,
to perform the main comparative statics of his model.
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succeeds in exporting to each country. One method is to derive the quality cut-off for cham-
pagne producers in each marketd and average the qualities of firms above this cut-off. However,
the entry threshold for each marketd is an endogenous variable depending non-linearly on at-
tributes of the market and the distributions of both the quality and the idiosyncratic demand
shocks. In order to derive analytical expressions of the cut-off, one has in particular to assume a
particular distribution for quality draws. While the use of Pareto is almost universal in the litera-
ture, it might not be either innocuous for predictions or precisely reflecting the true distribution
of quality. Fortunately, it is not necessary for us to solve for this cut-off if we take as given the
actual outcome in terms ofNd, the number of French champagne exporters to every countryd
in the world in 2005.

The quality sorting model specifies that theNd mostcompetitive firms will be the ones to
export to marketd. The ranking in terms of competitiveness in the baseline model depends on
the sum of the quality term,(σ − 1)ln(b[s( j )]/c[s( j )]), and the idiosyncratic demand shock
lnαd( j ). A firm with quality s has an estimated(σ − 1)ln(b[s]/c[s]) given by theβ̂s from
Column(5) of Table2. The model specifies lnαd( j ) to be drawn from a normal distribution with
mean 0 and S.D.ψ . The firm-level Tobit estimateŝψ = 4∙19 such that the relative importance
of randomness in our simulations is calibrated from the firm-level data. Given this sum for each
potential entrantj , we sort them by decreasing competitiveness. It is then straightforward to
average the quality of the firstNd firms.To generate average prices of theNd selectedfirms, we
average over the sum of the countryd price fixed effect (PFEd) and the estimate ofλs = lnc[s]
from Column (1) of Table2.

Figure7provides results from our simulation. The two top graphs plot average quality against
count of exporters, while the lower graphs depict average price. Grey and black dots represent
data and simulation, respectively; the lines are kernel smoothers. The two left graphs use our
full sample of 157 destination countries, while the right ones zoom in on the set of 35 countries
with 20 or more exporters. Although less than a quarter of the sample, these markets account
for 96% of the exports of Juhlin-rated firms (90% of all champagne exports). For countries that
received few entrants, the averages exhibit huge dispersion in average quality and price. This
is exactly what the model predicts given the large estimated standard deviation of idiosyncratic
demand. For the countries who consume the bulk of exported champagne, there is a much tighter
negative relationship between average quality and the number of entrants. The relationship be-
tween average price and number of entrants is much flatter. This is also in line with the model’s
prediction since the elasticity of price with respect to quality is just 0∙22. In the zoomed region,
the kernel smoothers for predicted and observed average quality lie almost on top of each other,
demonstrating the close fit of the baseline model to the data.

Is the good fit to the data exhibited in Figure7 unique to the quality sorting model? A falsi-
fication exercise can answer this question by comparing the data to the predictions of two polar
alternative entry processes. The first alternative is a very simple departure from the baseline
model. It excludes the random firm–destination term in the model, which means that observed
quality becomes the sole determinant of which firms enter each market. The black circles at
the top of Figure8 describe what happens in this simulation. Entry follows a strict hierarchi-
cal ordering. In very difficult markets, with few entrants, the average quality is level 5, which
comes from the fact that there is strict quality sorting in this model, and Juhlin rated just eight
firms with five stars. As soon as the number of entrants exceeds 8, firms with quality level 4
become exporters, causing average quality to fall monotonically, until a minimum mean quality
is attained for the country where 195 of 284 firms export.

The second simulation takes the opposite extreme and attributes all firm-level heterogeneity
to the lnαd( j ) termand none to observable quality. This is a random entry model, represented by
triangles in Figure8. For this simulation, predicted average quality is naturally very noisy when
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FIGURE 7
Fit of data to the quality sorting model

the number of draws is small (in countries with smallNd on the left of this figure) and converges
to the mean quality of the 284 firms in our sample, around 2∙2, whenNd becomes large enough.
The squares representing the data make it clear that the alternative entry processes cannot be
reconciled with the actual pattern of average quality across destination markets. While the model
putting all weight on observable quality exhibits a decreasing relationship that is in the data, it
is overestimating average quality in general and has a particularly bad fit for small destination
countries. The random entry model is not even capable of replicating a downward sloping curve
between average quality and ease of market entry. Note that the prediction of random entry only
approximates reality for very easy countries, where two-thirds of the potential exporters enter in
reality. This is because average quality of entrants in that case is converging towards the random
entry prediction of the population mean.

In sum, Figure8 reveals that the true entry process appears as a convex combination of the
polar alternatives. Figure7 shows that by calibrating the combined model using parameters from
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FIGURE 8
Fit of data to two alternative sorting models

the firm-level regressions, a very close fit can be obtained despite the strong assumptions made
on transport costs and preferences in the baseline model.

7. CONCLUSION

We have illustrated the importance of quality sorting for trade by examining an industry where
we could obtain direct measures of quality. Adapting the Melitz (2003) model, we derive three
estimable equations for FOB pricing, market entry, and export value. We show empirically that
firms with higher measured quality are more likely to export, export more, and charge higher
prices. We also identify a severe selection bias issue that is likely to be present in any firm-
level regression that tries to assess determinants of firms’ export performance. Monte Carlo
simulations show that a Tobit method removes almost all the bias and leads to much more reliable
estimates of the structural parameters. Our estimates imply that the ratio of consumer benefits to
producer costs for the highest quality champagne (five stars) is two to seven times higher than
the ratio for the lowest and most common category (one star).

Industry information suggests that champagne provides a reasonably good fit to theMelitz
(2003) assumptions of monopolistic competition and firm-level heterogeneity. Two potentially
problematic assumptions of the model are iceberg (ad valorem) trade costs and homothetic pref-
erences. Relaxing those assumptions in the extensions section, we find that the fit at the level of
individual firm behaviour can be improved somewhat by allowing for per-unit freight costs and
income-based preferences. However, the results are somewhat mixed and do not present a com-
pelling case for either generalization. This tentative conclusion is reinforced when we simulated
the baseline model and found that it does an excellent job at explaining the average quality and
price data across markets, suggesting that the extensions are not important for explaining the
aggregate patterns in quality and price across markets.
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The extension to the Melitz model that clearly matters a great deal—which we include in the
baseline—is firm market demand heterogeneity. With only firm-level heterogeneity, the model
predicts a starkly counterfactual entry pattern. Our results therefore align well with a diverse set
of findings byEaton, Kortum, and Kramarz(2011),Bernard, Redding and Schott(2010), and
Foster, Haltiwanger and Syverson(2008) pointing to the importance of idiosyncratic differences
in demand to explain market outcomes. Producer-level measured quality determines average
outcomes very well for all markets that large numbers of champagne exporters entered. For
smaller markets, the vagaries of demand play a large role.

APPENDIX A. DATA APPENDIX

A.1 Matching Juhlin data to firm-level export declarations

The key data construction task was matching quality data fromJuhlin (2008) to the French export data. We refer to
each distinct Juhlin listing as a “producer”. Our export data are based on what INSEE refers to as an “enterprise” (in
French) or “company” (English translation). The INSEE (the French national statistical institute) database called SIREN
provides an additional information for many companies. In this paper, we have used the “apen”, the primary activity of
the enterprise and the employment range (available for 62% of the companies that export champagne in 2005).

From eachJuhlin (2008) entry, we extracted the following information: producer name, the number of wines that
Juhlin scored for that producer, the range of scores he gave to those wines, total production (number of bottles), es-
tablishment date (when available), the type of firm (see below), and most importantly Juhlin’s summary rating of the
producer’s wines.

Juhlin provides the name and address for each producer but not the SIREN identification number which we need
to obtain trade data. The matching procedure we followed was first to match the line one address name or the line
two company name from INSEE to the Juhlin name for a producer. If this gave no positive results, we matched street
addresses. When neither the name nor the street address matched exactly but both matched partially, we used the INSEE
primary activity and elements from Juhlin’s descriptions to corroborate these matches.

The mapping between Juhlin producers and INSEE companies is one-to-one for 433 producer companies (95%
of the companies). There are seven producers listed inJuhlin (2008) that are associated with more than one company.
These producers map to 15 distinct SIREN numbers. In each of these cases, one of the exporting companies is a beverage
wholesaler (513J). The other has champagnization (159F) as its main activity (three cases) or agriculture (two cases).
Two Juhlin-listed producers appear to channel exports between two distinct beverage wholesalers. There is even one
producer whose champagne is exported by three different companies: a wholesaler, a wine maker, and a firm engaged in
business administration (741J). For the nine exporting companies that are associated with more than one producer, we
summed production amounts and averaged the producer ratings from the corresponding Juhlin listings.

A.2 Customs export data

The annual trade database comprises firms’ export declarations listing values and quantities in each product category
(eight-digit level) for each destination country. We retain the year 2005. The original database contains 2,221,505 obser-
vations, for a total of 9874 products, 103,222 exporters, and 234 destination countries.

These custom data are nearly exhaustive. Firms located in France must declare all export flows to non-EU countries
exceeding 1000 euros or 1000 kg per destination. The average unit value in our sample is slightly higher than 18 euros/kg,
which can be reasonably taken as the average price of an exported bottle. The declaration threshold is therefore around
55 bottles per destination country. We find very few cases of exports outside the EU that are close to the reporting
threshold. In 2005, the minimum value exported outside the EU in our sample is 1005 euros for Morocco. The average of
the minimum observed values for countries outside the EU, 6244 euros, is more than six times the declaration threshold.

For intra-EU trade, a detailed declaration—which includes the destination country—is still compulsory for large
exporters but not for smaller ones. Firms are allowed to fill a simplified declaration if the value they exported to the
EU does not exceeded 100,000 euros over the previous year.25 Sincethe simplified declaration does not mention the
destination country, the corresponding flows are not included in the data we use. Note that the threshold is not binding
and the customs database reports a substantial number of export flows below the threshold: About 39% of firms that
export to at least one EU member export less than 100,000 euros to the EU. There are 123 Juhlin-rated firms in this

25. This threshold was increased to 150,000 euros in 2006.
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CROZETET AL. QUALITY SORTING AND TRADE 29

situation(43% of our exporters), but they account for only 0∙14% of the total intra-EU exports of champagne. We can
only speculate on why so many individual small exporters elected to complete a detailed declaration.

A.3 Productivity data

We measure labour productivity as the count of bottles produced per year per employee at each company. As described
in the text,Juhlin(2008) provides annual production for 281 of our 284 usable quality-rated firms.

Employment data come from two sources: EAE, which covers firms larger than 20 employees, and INSEE’s SIREN
database, which covers some small firms but only provides employment ranges. EAE enables to find non-missing precise
employment figures for 56 Juhlin-rated exporters. SIREN adds information on employment ranges for 70 more firms,
putting our total number of firms at 126 for which we have both quality and productivity measured. The employment
ranges are 1–2, 3–5, 6–9, 10–19, 20–49, 50–99, and then 100 by 100 until 99,999. We use an interpolation method to
predict more precisely the expected number of employees for firms falling into each range. Rather than simply taking
the midpoint of the ranges (implicitly assuming uniform distribution of firms inside each range), we assume a pareto
distribution (which assumes a greater density for the smaller firms in each range) with a minimum value of 1 and a
shape parametera such thatP(X > x) = x−a. By summing all the categories greater thanx, P(X > x) is observed
as the share of firms with more thanx employees, which we denote asy(x). Using the pareto distribution, we obtain
â(x)= − ln y(x)

ln(x) . We estimatea for every tranche lower bound denotedL (1,3,6,10,20,50, . . .). The averagea is 0∙54
with an S.D. of 0∙066. We then denote the upper bound of each tranche asH and generate the estimated employment
for a firm in an(L ,H) tranche

E[x | L < x < H ] =
a/(a−1)× (1/L(a−1)−1/H (a−1))

1/La −1/Ha .

With the estimated value of̂a = 0∙54, the employment estimation adds an average 15% to the lower bound of the
employment range.

APPENDIXB. SUPPLEMENTAL RESULTS

B.1 Qualityeffects on being an exporter

TableB1 provides econometric estimates of the effects of quality on the probability of exporting to any destination. The
sample is the same as used in Figure3(a), i.e. all Juhlin-rated firms. The first column reports LPM estimates, while the
second provides marginal effects of a Probit. This latter column does not report the effects for five-star champagne, which

TABLE B1
Firm-level decision to export (anydestination)

(1) (2)

Dependentvariable Ed( j ) Ed( j )
Method LPM Probit
Observations 478 470

Two stars 0∙11b 0∙10b

(0∙05) (0∙05)
Three stars 0∙22a 0∙21a

(0∙06) (0∙06)
Four stars 0∙38a 0∙42a

(0∙08) (0∙08)
Five stars 0∙52a n/a

(0∙17)
R2 0∙072 0∙053

Notes:Column (2) reports marginal effects of the probit estimation. For Column
(2), R2 is computed as the squared correlation between the predicted and actual
values of the dependent variable. Standard errors clustered at the firm level in
parentheses. Significance levels:c p< 0∙1, b p< 0∙05,ap< 0∙01.
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is a perfect predictor for exporting and therefore cannot be estimated. The ordering of point estimates is as expected from
the figure, with both estimation methods: two-star champagnes have a 10-percentage points larger propensity to export
than the reference one-star champagne, while the difference is around 40 points for four-star champagne. In terms of
statistical significance, while all high-quality champagnes have a larger export probability than the reference group, the
difference between three and two stars is significant at the 11% level in both methods, the significance levels are 5% and
3% for the four- vs. three-star difference. Estimated with LPM, the difference between five and four stars propensity is
not statistically significant.

B.2 Monte Carlo results on log-Tobit method

We have investigated three alternative distributions to the log-normal, with results reported in TableB2. First, we as-
sumed that lnα was logistically distributed (soα is log-logistic). This distribution is known to resemble the normal
distribution for lnα. Next we considered two distributions for lnα that depart substantially from the normal in shape: the
Gumbel (implyingα is Frechet) and the exponential (α is Pareto). In each case, we parameterized the distributions so as
to retain the data feature that only 7% of firm markets have positive exports. The distributions (especially the Frechet and
Pareto) have long right tails, so outlier values forα can exert a strong influence on the OLS regressions confined to the
7% of cases that are selected into exporting. For this reason, the simulation trims the bottom and top 1% of the randomly
generated values ofα for all distributions. The trimming has very little effect on the Tobit results: In the log-normal
specification, the untrimmed Tobit coefficient is 4∙53, against 4∙52 in the trimmed version. The OLS coefficient in the
censored OLS regression rises from 0∙86 to 1∙33 on average, remarkably close to the 1∙31 we estimated using the real
data.

The other distributions reproduce the following key features of the simulation: (1) The correlation betweenα and
s is negative, ranging from−0∙36 (Pareto) to−0∙41 (log-logistic); (2) the Tobit estimates have slight downward bias,
ranging from 2∙6% for Pareto to 1∙3% for log-normal; (3) the OLS estimates from the censored data have a very large
bias towards zero, with the contraction factor ranging 0∙29 for log-normal to 0∙19 for Pareto.

B.3 Tobit with alternative proxy for the entry threshold

In the main text, we use the minimum export value to each country as a proxy forσ Fd/τd, which defines the censoring
point. In TableB3, we compare this with taking the second minimum export value to each country. The first column
replicates our benchmark results from Table2, and the second column reduces the sample to the set of non-missing

TABLE B2
Simulation results for alternative distributions (assumed trueβ = 4∙58)

Assumeddistribution of lnα

Variable Normal Logistic Gumbel Exponential

Shareof profitable firm–destination exports 0∙07 0∙07 0∙07 0∙07
(0∙00) (0∙00) (0∙00) (0∙00)

Correlation(s, α) in censored data −0∙39 −0∙41 −0∙38 −0∙36
(0∙04) (0∙04) (0∙04) (0∙04)

OLS β̂ before censoringxfob
d ( j ) 4∙58 4∙58 4∙58 4∙58

(0∙04) (0∙04) (0∙04) (0∙04)
OLS β̂ after censoringxfob

d ( j ) < σ Fd/τd 1∙33 1∙04 0∙93 0∙86
(0∙16) (0∙17) (0∙17) (0∙18)

Tobit β̂ (estimateσ Fd/τd with min xfob
d ( j ) > 0) 4∙52 4∙51 4∙50 4∙47

(0∙21) (0∙23) (0∙24) (0∙26)
Contraction: censored OLŜβ/Tobit β̂ 0∙29 0∙23 0∙21 0∙19

(0∙03) (0∙04) (0∙04) (0∙04)
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TABLE B3
Robustness to alternative censoringvalue

(1) (2) (3)

Dependentvariable: lnxfob
d ( j ) lnxfob

d ( j ) lnxfob
d ( j )

Method Tobit (min) Tobit (min) Tobit (2nd min)
Observations 44,586 38,906 38,906

Non-parametric
Two stars 1∙25b 1∙28b 1∙18b

(0∙52) (0∙51) (0∙47)
Three stars 2∙68a 2∙71a 2∙46a

(0∙55) (0∙55) (0∙50)
Four stars 5∙80a 5∙84a 5∙28a

(0∙79) (0∙79) (0∙71)
Five stars 7∙70a 7∙83a 7∙06a

(0∙59) (0∙60) (0∙54)
ψ , S.D. of lnαd( j ) 4∙19a 4∙20a 3∙77a

(0∙16) (0∙17) (0∙14)
R2 0∙629/0∙17 0∙487/0∙16 0∙491/0∙16

Notes:Destination (d) fixed effects for all columns.R2 include country dummies and are computed as the squared
correlation between the predicted and actual values of the dependent variable. The secondR2 reporteduses the sample
of positive export flows only. Standard errors clustered at the firm level in parentheses. Significance levels:c p< 0∙1,
b p< 0∙05,ap< 0∙01.

observations of Column (3) but maintains the minimum export value as a censoring point. The third column uses the
second smallest value as an alternative. Although this last specification exhibits lower coefficient estimates, the different
never seems economically large or statistically significant.

B.4 Inferring a low-quality category from firms unrated by Juhlin

We test here the robustness of our results to the inclusion of exporters unrated by Juhlin into the analysis. With a
vital caveat, exclusion from the book can be interpreted as a bad signal: we cannot infer thatall exporters omitted
from the guide are low quality because substantial amounts of champagne are exported by non-producers. We classify
firms as low qualitys( j ) = 0 if they are (1) unrated by Juhlin, (2) located within the official champagne-growing
départements (“Local”),26 and(3) engaged in grape-growing or champagne-making as their primary activity. We then
rerun the baseline regression table and show results in TableB4. Those low-quality exporters increase the sample of
non-missing price and export value by 8%. The full sample including zero exports is now 66,040, consisting of 418
exporters (284 rated, 134 unrated) times 158 countries served minus the same two outlier price values mentioned in
Section 3.2 and two observations with positive volumes but zero value in the customs database. The non-parametric
regressions retains( j ) = 1 as the reference group. Comparing TableB4 results with the corresponding estimates in
Table2, we see very similar effects for two to five stars. However, Column (5) reveals a very steep drop in exports for
zero stars (coefficient of−2∙75 relative to one-star wine). This forces the parametric estimate to increase substantially
(5∙74 vs. 4∙58 in Table2), pointing once again to the benefits of allowing for non-linearity in the effect of quality.

B.5 More parametric specifications of non-iceberg trade costs

TableB5 reports results of Alchian–Allen regressions with the fully parametric and semi-parametric specification of
interaction terms. As in the fully non-parametric version analysed in the text, the distance interaction terms seem overall
not to have an overly dominant influence on our results.

B.6 Robustness to EU dummy interactions

TableB6 reports results of our benchmark firm-level set of regressions with EU interaction terms (In 2005, the EU had
25 member countries, including France of course not part of the interaction terms).

26. Marne (67% of production), Aube (22%), Aisne, Haute-Marne, and Seine-et-Marne (http://www.champagne.
fr/fr/localisation.aspx).
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TABLE B4
Firm-level regressions for quality-rated and unrated champagne exporters

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Dependentvariable ln pfob
d ( j ) Ed( j ) Ed( j ) lnxfob

d ( j ) lnxfob
d ( j )

Method OLS LPM Probit OLS Tobit
Observations 3459 66,040 66,040 3459 66,040

Parametric
ln stars 0∙20a 0∙07a 0∙08a 1∙62a 5∙74a

(0∙04) (0∙01) (0∙01) (0∙18) (0∙47)
ψ , S.D. of lnαd( j ) 4∙51a

(0∙15)
R2 0∙21 0∙23 0∙31 0∙25 0∙68/0∙14

Non-parametric
Zero stars 0∙03 −0∙02a −0∙04a −0∙81a −2∙75a

(0∙02) (0∙00) (0∙01) (0∙17) (0∙38)
Two stars 0∙05a 0∙02a 0∙02b 0∙32 1∙31b

(0∙02) (0∙01) (0∙01) (0∙23) (0∙53)
Three stars 0∙07b 0∙04a 0∙04a 0∙62a 2∙80a

(0∙03) (0∙01) (0∙01) (0∙23) (0∙57)
Four stars 0∙20a 0∙13a 0∙08a 1∙97a 6∙01a

(0∙03) (0∙03) (0∙01) (0∙34) (0∙81)
Five stars 0∙52a 0∙26a 0∙12a 1∙65a 7∙99a

(0∙14) (0∙03) (0∙01) (0∙23) (0∙61)
ψ , S.D. of lnαd( j ) 4∙41a

(0∙15)
R2 0∙31 0∙25 0∙33 0∙29 0∙69/0∙16

Notes:Destination (d) fixed effects for all columns. Column (3) reports marginal effects of the probit estimation.R2

includecountry dummies. For Columns (3) and (5),R2 arecomputed as the squared correlation between the predicted
and actual values of the dependent variable. SecondR2 in Column (5) uses the same sample as Column (4). Standard
errors clustered at the firm level in parentheses. Significance levels:c p< 0∙1, b p< 0∙05,ap< 0∙01.

TABLE B5
Firm-level regressions for quality-rated champagne exporters—non-icebergcosts

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Dependentvariable ln pfob
d ( j ) Ed( j ) Ed( j ) lnxfob

d ( j ) lnxfob
d ( j )

Method OLS LPM Probit OLS Tobit
Observations 3205 44,586 44,586 3205 44,586

Parametric
ln stars 0∙26a 0∙08a 0∙10a 1∙26a 5∙12a

(0∙05) (0∙01) (0∙02) (0∙20) (0∙69)
ln stars× ln(distd/dist) 0∙03b −0∙03a 0∙01a −0∙04 0∙62a

(0∙01) (0∙01) (0∙00) (0∙07) (0∙21)
ψ , S.D. of lnαd( j ) 4∙31a

(0∙16)
R2 0∙242 0∙275 0∙321 0∙228 0∙623/0∙15

(continued)
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TABLE B5
Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Semi-parametric
Two stars 0∙07b 0∙01b 0∙02 0∙28 1∙01

(0∙03) (0∙01) (0∙01) (0∙30) (0∙63)
Three stars 0∙11a 0∙03a 0∙05a 0∙44c 2∙70a

(0∙03) (0∙01) (0∙01) (0∙26) (0∙64)
Four stars 0∙22a 0∙12a 0∙12a 1∙92a 6∙09a

(0∙04) (0∙03) (0∙02) (0∙32) (0∙86)
Five stars 0∙53a 0∙24a 0∙16a 1∙33a 7∙72a

(0∙12) (0∙03) (0∙02) (0∙21) (0∙66)
Two stars× ln distance 0∙01 −0∙02a −0∙01 −0∙03 −0∙26

(0∙01) (0∙01) (0∙00) (0∙11) (0∙22)
Three stars× ln distance 0∙03b −0∙03a −0∙00 −0∙14 −0∙01

(0∙01) (0∙01) (0∙00) (0∙10) (0∙23)
Four stars× ln distance 0∙01 −0∙03a 0∙01b −0∙01 0∙52b

(0∙02) (0∙01) (0∙01) (0∙12) (0∙22)
Five stars× ln distance 0∙00 −0∙09a −0∙01 −0∙43a −0∙07

(0∙04) (0∙01) (0∙00) (0∙11) (0∙20)
ψ , S.D. of lnαd( j ) 4∙19a

(0∙16)

R2 0∙318 0∙293 0∙334 0∙268 0∙634/0∙17

Notes:Destination (d) fixed effects for all columns. Column (2) reports marginal effects of the probit estimation.R2

includecountry dummies. For Columns (3) and (5),R2 arecomputed as the squared correlation between the predicted
and actual values of the dependent variable. SecondR2 in Column (5) uses the same sample as Column (4). Standard
errors clustered at the firm level in parentheses. Significance levels:c p< 0∙1, b p< 0∙05,ap< 0∙01.

TABLE B6
Firm-level regressions for quality-rated champagne exporters—EU interactions

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Dependentvariable ln pfob
d ( j ) Ed( j ) Ed( j ) lnxfob

d ( j ) lnxfob
d ( j )

Method OLS LPM Probit OLS Tobit
Observations 3205 44,586 44,586 3205 44,586

Parametric
ln stars 0∙24a 0∙07a 0∙10a 1∙22a 4∙86a

(0∙04) (0∙01) (0∙02) (0∙19) (0∙68)
ln stars× EU dummy −0∙03 0∙13a −0∙02 0∙17 −0∙64

(0∙04) (0∙02) (0∙01) (0∙15) (0∙49)
ψ , S.D. of lnαd( j ) 4∙31a

(0∙16)
R2 0∙239 0∙281 0∙318 0∙228 0∙619/0∙15

Semi-parametric
Two stars 0∙06b 0∙01 0∙02 0∙34 0∙85

(0∙03) (0∙00) (0∙01) (0∙26) (0∙62)
Three stars 0∙10a 0∙03a 0∙05a 0∙54b 2∙45a

(0∙03) (0∙01) (0∙01) (0∙24) (0∙65)

(continued)
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TABLE B6
Continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Four stars 0∙20a 0∙11a 0∙11a 1∙93a 5∙84a

(0∙05) (0∙03) (0∙02) (0∙31) (0∙86)
Five stars 0∙51a 0∙20a 0∙15a 1∙30a 7∙18a

(0∙10) (0∙03) (0∙02) (0∙21) (0∙66)
Two stars× EU dummy −0∙01 0∙07a 0∙02 −0∙02 0∙84

(0∙03) (0∙02) (0∙01) (0∙22) (0∙53)
Three stars× EU dummy −0∙06 0∙11a 0∙01 0∙14 0∙50

(0∙04) (0∙02) (0∙01) (0∙21) (0∙58)
Four stars× EU dummy 0∙00 0∙16a −0∙01 0∙08 −0∙41

(0∙07) (0∙03) (0∙01) (0∙27) (0∙56)
Five stars× EU dummy 0∙02 0∙41a 0∙06a 0∙85a 1∙75a

(0∙12) (0∙02) (0∙01) (0∙25) (0∙49)
ψ , S.D. of lnαd( j ) 4∙18a

(0∙17)
R2 0∙318 0∙302 0∙334 0∙267 0∙632/0∙17

Notes:Destination (d) fixed effects for all columns. Column (2) reports marginal effects of the probit estimation.
R2 includecountry dummies. For Columns (3) and (5),R2 arecomputed as the squared correlation between the
predicted and actual values of the dependent variable. SecondR2 in Column (5) uses the same sample as Column
(4). Standard errors clustered at the firm level in parentheses. Significance levels:c p< 0∙1, b p< 0∙05,ap< 0∙01.

B.7 Baselineregressions using alternative quality ratings

TABLE B.7
Firm-level regressions using Parker quality ratings

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

ln pfob
d ( j ) xfob

d ( j ) > 0 xfob
d ( j ) > 0 lnxfob

d ( j ) lnxfob
d ( j )

Method OLS LPM Probit OLS Tobit
Observations 3205 44,586 44,586 3205 44,586

Parametric
ln stars 0∙19a 0∙12a 0∙08a 1∙46a 4∙15a

(0∙04) (0∙02) (0∙01) (0∙16) (0∙34)
ψ , S.D. of lnαd( j ) 3∙93a

(0∙15)
R2 0∙267 0∙302 0∙351 0∙328 0∙657/0∙25

Non-parametric
Two stars 0∙01 0∙10b 0∙08a 1∙70a 4∙33a

(0∙07) (0∙04) (0∙02) (0∙38) (1∙04)
Three stars 0∙15a 0∙15a 0∙11a 2∙07a 5∙46a

(0∙03) (0∙04) (0∙02) (0∙30) (0∙80)
Four stars 0∙18a 0∙11a 0∙09a 1∙76a 4∙70a

(0∙04) (0∙03) (0∙02) (0∙47) (0∙85)
Five stars 0∙40a 0∙26a 0∙15a 2∙51a 7∙37a

(0∙10) (0∙05) (0∙02) (0∙32) (0∙71)
ψ , S.D. of lnαd( j ) 3∙87a

(0∙18)
R2 0∙332 0∙297 0∙340 0∙262 0∙640/0∙19

Notes:Destination (d) fixed effects for all columns. Column (2) reports marginal effects of the probit estimation.R2

includecountry dummies. For Columns (3) and (5),R2 arecomputed as the squared correlation between the predicted
and actual values of the dependent variable. SecondR2 in Column (5) uses the same sample as Column (4). Standard
errors clustered at the firm level in parentheses. Significance levels:c p< 0∙1,b p< 0∙05,ap< 0∙01.
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TABLE B8
Firm-level regressions using RVF quality ratings

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

ln pfob
d ( j ) xfob

d ( j ) > 0 xfob
d ( j ) > 0 lnxfob

d ( j ) lnxfob
d ( j )

Method OLS LPM Probit OLS Tobit
Observations 3205 44,586 44,586 3205 44,586

Parametric
ln stars 0∙25a 0∙14a 0∙10a 1∙26a 4∙69a

(0∙06) (0∙02) (0∙01) (0∙20) (0∙42)
ψ , S.D. of lnαd( j ) 4∙17a

(0∙19)
R2 0∙290 0∙293 0∙337 0∙243 0∙636/0∙18

Non-parametric
Included 0∙08a 0∙09a 0∙08a 1∙51a 4∙01a

(0∙03) (0∙03) (0∙02) (0∙44) (0∙90)
One star 0∙27a 0∙11a 0∙09a 1∙48a 4∙48a

(0∙04) (0∙04) (0∙02) (0∙38) (1∙03)
Two stars 0∙25a 0∙24a 0∙14a 1∙82a 6∙80a

(0∙06) (0∙05) (0∙02) (0∙43) (0∙81)
Three stars 0∙63b 0∙29a 0∙16a 1∙51a 7∙24a

(0∙30) (0∙04) (0∙02) (0∙26) (0∙63)
ψ , S.D. of lnαd( j ) 4∙14a

(0∙18)
R2 0∙332 0∙297 0∙340 0∙262 0∙640/0∙19

Notes:Destination (d) fixed effects for all columns. Column (2) reports marginal effects of the probit estimation.R2

includecountry dummies. For Columns (3) and (5),R2 arecomputed as the squared correlation between the predicted
and actual values of the dependent variable. SecondR2 in Column (5) uses the same sample as Column (4). Standard
errors clustered at the firm level in parentheses. Significance levels:c p< 0∙1, b p< 0∙05,ap< 0∙01.
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